13 May - Wednesday

9:00 – 14:00 Trucks competition - organizer - Mercedes Benz Trucks, the Association of International Road Carriers in Poland

10:00 – 11:00 Gala opening ceremony: the function attended by the guests of honour representing the Ministry of Infrastructure and Development, the Ministry of Economy General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways, Polish Chamber of Commerce of Road Construction Industry, Polish Chamber of Commerce, Polish Association of Construction Industry Employers, Chief Labour Inspector, Road and Bridge Research Institute, Institute of Mechanized Construction and Rock Mining, Construction Equipment Research Institute, Polish Roads Congress, Polish Chamber of Steelworks, Polish Construction Industry Chamber of Industry and Commerce, Association of International Road Carriers in Poland, the Association on of Transport Technicians and Engineers, ITS Poland Association, Traffic Engineering Club, representatives of academia and scientific milieus, MPs, Świętokrzyskie Voivode, mayor of the city of Kielce Congress Centre - Omega hall

11:00 – 12:00 Official tour of the guests of honour over the Exhibition

12:00 – 13:00 The Anniversary Meeting of the Polish Road Congress - Congress Centre - Omega conference room

13:30 – 17:00 Infrastructure Innovation Congress 2015 organized by Media-Pro - Polish Professional Media in conjunction with the substantive Partners:
the Ministry of Infrastructure and Development and the General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways - Congress Centre - Omega conference hall. The event is held within the scope of the "Specialist conferences - science-practice-business" series

11:30 – 15:30 Conference on "Transport policy elements in Poland and the European Union" - organized by the Association of International Road Carriers in Poland - Congress Centre - Beta + Gamma conference rooms

12:00 – 17:00 Safe equipment operation at construction sites - organizer: Technical Supervision Office - Congress Centre - Lambda conference room

13:30 – 16:30 Presentation of SSAB - conference room E1

12:00 – 17:00 Safe equipment operation at construction sites - the organizer - Technical Supervision Office - Congress Centre - Lambda conference room

11:00 – 17:00 Competition for construction machine operators "BIG BAU MASTER in Targi Kielce" organised by Construction Machines Operators Association "OPERATOR" and Targi Kielce in conjunction with the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining and under the auspices of the Polish Construction Sector Chamber of Commerce and Industry - outdoor exhibition space

10:00 – 17:00 Exhibition open to the public

14 May - Thursday

10:00 – 17:00 Exhibition open to the public
10:00 – 15:00  "Bridges and Viaducts - an important landscape element" - the organizers - Road and Bridge Research Institute and the Polish Chamber of Steelworks - Congress Centre - Beta&Gamma conference rooms

10:00 – 13:00  Presentation of the – European Noise Barrier Federation – G1 conference room

11:00 – 15:00  Aggregate Exhibition - Debate on Comprehensive raw materials use - organized by the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining - E Hall / Agora

11:00 – 16:00  Equivalence of contractual provisions for construction works - efforts to standardize contractual provisions and develop a common practice for provisions implementation - organizer: Polish Chamber of Commerce of Road Construction Industry - Hall E, conference rooms E1 + E3

11:00 – 15:00  Concrete road surfaces - achievements and challenges - organizer - Polish Cement Association Congress Centre - the conference room Delta + Teta

11:00 – 15:00  ITS systems in Poland - construction and execution progress - event organized by KLIR Association and ITS POLSKA C1 Conference room C Hall

11:00 – 15:00  Parking problems in urbanised areas - the organizers: RP Association on of Transport Technicians and Engineers - Cracow Division and the Cracow University of Technology. G Hall, conference rooms G2 and G3

11:30 – 14:00  Technical safety of construction equipment and cranes - the event organised by Construction Equipment Research Institute - E Hall, the conference room E2

10:00 – 15:00  Infrastructure in the light of the New 2014-2020 Perspective - opportunities and hope for Świętokrzyskie - organizer: RP Association on of Transport Technicians and Engineers - Kielce Division - Congress Centre - Lambda conference room

10:30 – 17:00  Competition for construction machine operators "BIG BAU MASTER in Targi Kielce" organised by Construction Machines Operators Association "OPERATOR" and Targi Kielce in conjunction with the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining and under the auspices of the Polish Construction Sector Chamber of Commerce and Industry - outdoor exhibition space

14 May - Friday

10:00 – 15:00  Exhibition open to the public

10:30 – 13:00  Conference on "Forest Roads" - organized by the Gazeta Leśna [Forest Gazette] and the Construction Equipment Operators Association OPERATOR - E Hall / Agora /

10:30 – 15:00  Competition for construction machine operators "BIG BAU MASTER in Targi Kielce" organised by Construction Machines Operators Association "OPERATOR" and Targi Kielce in conjunction with the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining and under the auspices of the Polish Construction Sector Chamber of Commerce and Industry - outdoor exhibition space

Please note: The programme may be subject to updates, this version of 30 April 2015.